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The epitaxial deposition of oxides on silicon opens the possibility of incorporating their diverse
properties into silicon-device technology. Deposition of SrTiO3 on silicon was first reported over a
decade ago, but growing the coherent, lattice-matched films that are critical for many applications
has been difficult for thicknesses beyond 5 unit cells. Using a combination of density functional
calculations and x-ray diffraction measurements, we determine the atomic structure of coherent
SrTiO3 films on silicon, finding that the Sr concentration at the interface varies with the film
thickness. The structures with the lowest computed energies best match the x-ray diffraction.
During growth, Sr diffuses from the interface to the surface of the film; the increasing difficulty of Sr
diffusion with film thickness may cause the disorder seen in thicker films. The identification of this
unique thickness-dependent interfacial structure opens the possibility of modifying the interface to
improve the thickness and quality of metal oxide films on silicon.

PACS numbers: 77.55.Px, 61.05.C-, 77.80.-e

Oxides exhibit a wide range of functionality rang-
ing from superconductivity to ferroelectricity to
ferromagnetism[1, 2]. This versatility has driven an
enormous research effort over the past decade to com-
bine ordered oxides with semiconductors, especially
silicon[3, 4]. Growth of SrTiO3 has received particular
emphasis as it is commonly used as a substrate for
oxide devices[5, 6]. Additionally, the large dielectric
constant of SrTiO3 makes it an attractive gate oxide for
electronics, but the conduction band offset of SrTiO3 on
silicon is too small for many device applications[7].

When grown coherently on Si(001), SrTiO3 is under
1.7% compressive strain, where it is predicted to be fer-
roelectric in the limit of thick films[8–11]. Ferroelectricity
has been observed in thin coherently strained films on sil-
icon, but the films relax beyond about 6 unit cells[12–16].

The atomic structure of the SrTiO3/Si interface is as
yet unknown; determination of the structure is the goal
of this letter. We find the preferred interface is electro-
statically charged and evolves with the thickness of the
film. The unusual thickness-dependent structure likely
facilitates the relaxation of films seen beyond thicknesses
of 5 unit cells.

Numerous structures have been proposed for the in-
terface between SrTiO3 and Si[6, 17–24]. To determine
the correct structure theoretically, we compare the free

energies of previously proposed structures and new struc-
tures using density functional theory (DFT). In total, we
examined 84 different structures using supercells contain-
ing as many as 4 × 4 cells[25]. The interface cannot be
optimized alone—The surface must be adjusted as well
due to its electrostatic coupling with the interface. A key
feature of the present approach is that we varied the sto-
ichiometry of both the interface and surface to determine
the overall structure minimizing the free energy at each
film thickness.

The lowest energy interface is a full SrO layer, shown
in Fig. 1(A). As described below, the interface is pos-
itively charged. The surface assumes a compensating
negative charge by changing its stoichiometry, creating
a strong electric field which polarizes the film[10, 12].
As growth proceeds, the energy cost of the electric field
grows because the volume of the film containing the field
grows. To reduce the field, Sr vacancies form at the in-
terface, reducing its charge. The Sr vacancy density at
the interface increases continuously with increasing film
thickness, shown in Fig. 1(B-C). At a thickness of 5
unit cells, the predicted structure agrees well with x-ray
diffraction measurements of a 5 uc film grown coherently
on Si(001)[12, 26, 27].

The lowest energy interface is a full SrO layer with
oxygens bonded to dimerized surface silicons, shown in
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FIG. 1: The lowest energy structures of SrTiO3 films on Si (001) at thicknesses of 1 (A), 2 (B), and 5 (C) unit cells. Sr atoms
are blue, Ti yellow, O red, and Si grey. The film thicknesses are defined by the number of TiO2 layers. The SrO interface
in (A) is energetically preferred; it is positively charged, and the surface assumes a compensating negative charge by forming
Sr vacancies, resulting in a Sr1/2O surface. As the films grow, the charge of the interface is reduced by the formation of
Sr vacancies, and the Sr content at the surface increases. At a thickness of 2 unit cells, the optimal interface and surface
combination is Sr15/16O (interface) and Sr9/16O (surface), while at 5 unit cells it is Sr11/16O (interface) and Sr13/16O (surface).
Note the polarization of the film as indicated by the upward displacement of the Ti atoms. The polarization decreases with
increasing film thickness while the rotation of the O octahedra increases.

Fig. 1(A). The interface is positively charged: Each Sr
has nominal charge +2, but each O-Si has charge -1 due
to the ionization of the Si by the O[18], yielding a planar
charge density of +1 per perovskite cell at the interface.
The surface compensates the interfacial charge by form-
ing Sr vacancies. The Sr1/2O surface has a net charge
density of -1 per surface cell. The system overall is insu-
lating.

In thicker films, shown in Fig. 1(B-C), the energy cost
of the charged interface is too great, and Sr vacancies
form. Writing the interface stoichiometry as SrxO, we
find x decreases with increasing thickness. The 2 unit
cell film has a Sr15/16O interface, and the 5 unit cell film
has a Sr11/16O interface (The calculations use a 4 × 4
supercell[25], which forces x to be a multiple of 1/16).
The optimal surface, with stoichiometry SryO, always
compensates the interfacial charge: In all cases, we find
the free energy is minimized when the sum of the charges
of the interface and surface is zero, or x + y = 3/2[28].

The lowest energy modifications to the optimal struc-
ture are shifts of Sr ions from the surface to the interface
and vice versa which leave x + y = 3/2 invariant[25].
The energy as a function of the interfacial and surface
Sr concentration in this low-energy manifold is plotted
in Fig. 2 for three film thicknesses. The optimal in-

terfacial Sr concentration decreases with increasing film
thickness. By 5 uc, x = 11/16 minimizes the energy in
DFT, while x = 3/4 agrees best with the x-ray diffraction
measurements[25]. We note that scanning transmission
electron microscopy images show reduced Sr content at
both the interface and surface of the film, supporting this
growth model[15, 16, 24].

The 5 unit cell sample used in the x-ray diffraction
measurements was grown coherently on Si(001) by kinet-
ically controlled sequential deposition[12, 26]. In order to
directly compare the theoretical structures with experi-
ment, the scattered intensity as a function of scattering
vector Q for each of the 5 unit cell structures was calcu-
lated from

I(Q) = |
∑
j

fj(Q)e−iQ·rj |2, (1)

where rj is the atomic position of the j’th theoretical
atom and fj is its atomic form factor. In each case the
theoretical slabs (i.e., the SrTiO3 films including the 8
Si underlayers) were added atop a semi-infinite silicon
substrate[29]. The theoretical coordinates were rescaled
by the ratio of the experimental to theoretical lattice con-
stant of Si. To maintain model-independence, no disor-
der (either thermal vibration or surface roughness) was
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FIG. 2: Energy as a function of surface and interface Sr con-
centration for 1, 2, and 5 unit cell films computed with DFT.
The stoichiometry of the interface is SrxO, the surface is SryO,
and x+ y = 3/2 is satisfied for these low-energy structures as
described in the text. The energies have been shifted so the
minimum for each thickness is zero. The structures plotted in
Fig. 1 are those with minimal energy for each thickness. The
purple square indicates the 5 unit cell structure with a Sr3/4O
interface that best agrees with the experimentally measured
x-ray diffraction.

considered in the calculation of the diffraction patterns,
resulting in the more pronounced features in the com-
puted patterns relative to experiment.

The computed diffraction curves from three low-energy
structures[25] are shown with the experimental curve in
Fig. 3. Comparing the patterns from the different struc-
tures with the data, it is clear that the features in the
x = 3/4 pattern correspond most closely with the fea-
tures observed by experiment: 1) The position of the
SrTiO3(002) diffraction (Q = 3.11 Å−1), which is sensi-
tive to the c/a ratio of the film[12]; 2) the structure sur-
rounding the Si(004) diffraction (Q = 4.63 Å−1), which is
sensitive to the spacing between the bottommost layer of
the SrTiO3 film and the topmost Si layer[29, 31]; 3) the
beating that occurs between the SrTiO3(001) (Q = 1.45
Å−1) and the SrTiO3(002) peaks which is sensitive to the
occupation of both the topmost and bottommost SrTiO3

layers; and 4) the asymmetry of the lobes surrounding
the SrTiO3(002) diffraction which indicates the polariza-
tion of the film[32]. We note that both the asymmetry
around the SrTiO3(002) diffraction and the enhancement
of its Ti K pre-edge feature disappear in thicker relaxed
films, thereby confirming their reduced polarization.

The c/a ratio of the proposed structures is compared
directly to the measured ratio in Fig. 4. The c/a ratio
depends sensitively on the polarization of the film. The
experimental c/a ratios from 5 and 10 unit cell films are
significantly greater than that predicted from the elastic

FIG. 3: The experimental x-ray diffraction curve of a 5 unit
cell film of SrTiO3 on Si(001) compared with calculated curves
from three structures with low energies in DFT. The calcu-
lated curves use the structures from: The Sr3/2O2 interface of
Först et al., Ref. 19; the Sr1/2O interface of Zhang et al., Ref.
18; and the x = 3/4 structure from the present work. Note
the correspondence between the features of the experimental
diffraction curves and the x = 3/4 structure that are absent
in the other structures.

constants of SrTiO3[33] and agree well with calculations
on bulk strained SrTiO3, which show it is polarized[8,
10]. Of the low-energy structures in DFT, the x = 3/4
structure agrees best with the experimental c/a.

Both SrTiO3 and silicon are “non-polar” materials
in the (001) direction—Each atomic layer is nominally
charge neutral. Nevertheless, we find the favored inter-
face between SrTiO3 and silicon is positively charged. A
compensating negative charge forms on the surface of the
SrTiO3 film, and the resulting field between interface and
surface strongly polarizes the film[12, 22–24]. The en-
ergy cost of this field grows with film thickness, and the
optimal charge of the interface and surface is reduced
with increasing film thickness. The reduction of charge
is achieved by formation of Sr vacancies at the interface
and migration of Sr ions to the surface.

A related system, LaAlO3 films on SrTiO3, also
forms a charged interface that is compensated by the
surface[34–36]. Here the charge originates from the
growth of “polar” LaAlO3 on “non-polar” SrTiO3. Just
as in the case of SrTiO3/Si, the electrostatic energy di-
verges as the film grows thicker, and the system must re-
construct. Instead of moving cations from the interface to
the surface as occurs in SrTiO3/Si, electrons move from
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FIG. 4: The c/a ratio as a function of in-plane strain. Mea-
sured values for 5 and 10 unit cell SrTiO3 films on Si(001),
determined from the SrTiO3(002) and (202) diffraction peaks,
are plotted in blue[12, 30]. The 5 unit cell film is under ap-
proximately -1.7% strain and is coherent with the Si sub-
strate. The 10 unit cell film has substantially relaxed. The
red squares show c/a ratios computed from three theoretical
5 unit cell structures with low free energies: The x = 3/4
structure, the Sr3/2O2 interface of Först et al., Ref. 19, and
the Sr1/2O interface of Zhang et al., Ref. 18.

the LaAlO3 surface to the interface, reducing its charge
and forming an electron gas.

We believe the movement of Sr ions may provide the
electrostatic compensation for the switchable polariza-
tion recently observed in such films[16]. Additionally, the
migration of Sr ions during growth could facilitate the
relaxation of films at thicknesses beyond 5-6 unit cells.
The determination of the atomic structure of the grow-
ing films presented here may lead to engineered surface
modifications (for example by doping) which avoid the
charged interface, potentially shifting the band offsets
and improving the quality and thickness of the films.
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